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If 2020 has left you feeling off kilter or even adrift, you’re not alone. When I look back  
at the goals that I set for myself and for my team for this year, several are incomplete  
and there are others that were abandoned completely as new realities underscored  
new priorities. Even so, a new year is just around the corner and I hope that like me, you 
are considering how to best recenter, review, and refresh your goals and priorities. As I 
work through this process, here are some considerations I’m keeping in mind that you 
might find useful. 

1.  Keep goals front and center. Literally. Whether you use a whiteboard, Post-it®, 
a spreadsheet, or software, when you can see your goals visually you stay more 
connected to them. 

2.  Write everything down. Then extract those items that are essential and rank them 
according to priority. The key is to put it all out there and spend thoughtful time 
determining what is most important.

3.  Attach a timeframe or deadline to each goal. If it seems too large break it up into 
smaller, specific goals that seem more achievable. Identify your quick hits. What needs 
time? What requires more thought? What requires investment?

4.  Recognize that you can’t do everything. Set aside time to focus on goals and resist 
the urge to multi-task. If something crops up that doesn’t support your goals, nix it from 
your list.  

5.  Evaluate resources that will help accomplish goals and ask for help when needed. 
Set targets for success and measure progress. Check on goal statuses periodically, but 
don’t turn status checks into working meetings. Take the pressure off where you can.

6.  Celebrate progress! Even if you didn’t hit every milestone you had planned for 2020, 
there are sure to have been many success stories and achievements. Acknowledge 
and celebrate them.

Lastly, remember that if you didn’t accomplish everything you set out to do in 2020, 
you’re in good company. Priorities change and that’s okay. A bright new year of 
possibilities awaits so let’s take this time to level set, establish a baseline for yourself  
and for your team, and meet 2021 with heads up and clear vision.

Be well,

Lindsay LaNore
Chief Learning & Experience Officer, Community Banker University
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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

GET TO KNOW 
MERRY WHEELER »
An ICBA Certified BSA Officer, Compliance Officer, and  
Audit Officer in Nebraska.

Q. HOW DID YOU FIND YOUR WAY 
INTO BANKING? A. I’m a third-generation 
resident of Gordon who moved away after 
college but returned with my family in 1993. 
I had two years of banking experience from 
my college days and The First National Bank 
had an opening in their newly emerging 
Audit & Compliance Department. I jumped in 
headfirst, not really knowing anything about 
the area.

Q. TELL US YOUR BIGGEST AND BEST 
ACCOMPLISHMENT. A. Getting out of my 
comfort zone to acquire three certifications.  
I am a person who is very comfortable 
serving in supporting roles. I have had to 
“grow into” the roles of BSA Officer and 
Compliance Officer. It’s been a painful 
process at times, but also rewarding.

Q. WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO OBTAIN 
AND MAINTAIN YOUR THREE ICBA 
CERTIFICATIONS? A. In each case, it 
was succession planning for long-term 
employees who were thinking about 
retirement. I had worked in the three areas 
in supportive roles or on committees and 
they were areas that I was interested in.

Q. HAS EARNING YOUR 
CERTIFICATIONS HELPED YOUR 
CAREER? A. I think it’s built a framework 
of knowledge and given me tools to know 
where I can get answers. Going through 
the training and exams is a confidence 
builder. The networking that happens at 
the certification training and at the Annual 
Current Issues Certification Conference 
is invaluable. Finally, our regulators look 
very favorably on these designations. They 
enhance our bank’s credibility. We have five 
employees who have ICBA certifications.

Q. WHAT IS YOUR BEST ADVICE TO A 
NEW BANKER? A. Banking is an essential 
service that will always be here in some form 
or another. I am a product of mentoring that 
has given me a career of 25+ years!

 FAST FACTS:  
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF GORDON

HQ: GORDON, NE
RETAIL OFFICES: 1
BANK ASSET SIZE: $230,000,000
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 34
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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

ICBA offers nine certification programs in areas such as Audit, Compliance, Risk and more! 
Managing a career in community banking requires staying current on industry trends  
and maintaining a commitment to ongoing education and professional advancement.  
A certification through ICBA distinguishes you from your peers and is evidence to your 
bank’s customers that you’ve taken the additional steps to hone your industry knowledge 
and skills to effectively perform your job. 

To earn an ICBA certification community bankers must:

TRANSFORM YOUR CAREER WITH 

A CERTIFICATION »

Visit icba.org/certification to view all 
certifications and their respective designations. 

1 ATTEND AN INSTITUTE IN ITS ENTIRETY

2 PARTICIPATE IN ALL ASSIGNED CASE STUDIES, GROUP 
WORK, AND PRESENTATIONS

3 SUCCESSFULLY PASS ALL EXAMS GIVEN DURING THE INSTITUTE

http://www.icba.org/education
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PROFESSIONAL 
CERTIFICATIONS »
Earn industry-recognized credentials in nine key areas.

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

AUDIT
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY BANK 
INTERNAL AUDITOR (CCBIA)

Establish an effective internal audit 
function. Master competencies such as 
defining the audit function, developing 
a risk model, examining auditing assets, 
liabilities, operations, and bank information 
systems. 49 CPE credits.

ICBA MEMBER: $3,295 + TESTING FEE

 CONSUMER LENDING
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY BANK 
CONSUMER LENDER (CCBCL)

Consumer lending presents a unique set 
of challenges by combining credit risk with 
the regulatory process. Make informed 
credit decisions every time by learning the 
intricacies of evaluating a consumer loan 
request. 27 CPE credits 

ICBA MEMBER: $1,295 + TESTING FEE

 BANK SECURITY
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY BANK 
SECURITY OFFICER (CCBSO)

Learn to develop and administer an 
institution-wide bank security program. 
This includes knowledge of bank security 
regulations and strategies to discover, 
investigate, and report internal fraud. 
Receive techniques to defuse hostile 
people, conduct physical security and risk 
assessments, introduce crime prevention 
techniques, provide physical security 
within the bank environment, detect 
possible issues of fraud, report to the 
board, and more. 23 CPE credits

ICBA MEMBER: $1,295 + TESTING FEE

 BSA/AML
CERTIFIED BSA/AML 
PROFESSIONAL (CBAP)

Gain a clear understanding of the primary 
requirements of the Bank Security Act/
Anti-Money Laundering law and strategies 
to improve BSA risk assessment, customer 
identification requirements, customer due 
diligence, beneficial ownership, and high-
risk customer monitoring in your bank. 
Leave with the knowledge, tools, and peer 
networks to effectively manage and audit 
your bank’s BSA/AML function.  
20 CPE credits

ICBA MEMBER: $1,295 + TESTING FEE
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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

 COMPLIANCE
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY BANK 
COMPLIANCE OFFICER (CCBCO)

Learn to develop, implement, and monitor 
a bank compliance program based on 
guidelines in all areas of regulatory 
compliance including TRID, high-cost 
lending, UDAAP, HMDA, RESPA, Fair Housing 
Act, Consumer Privacy, Reg GG, E-Sign Act, 
Right to Financial Privacy, Marketing and 
Advertising, and more. 42 CPE credits 

ICBA MEMBER: $2,395 + TESTING FEE

CREDIT ANALYST
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY BANK 
CREDIT ANALYST (CCBCA)

Hone the credit analysis skills that are vital 
to your bank’s overall lending success such 
as assessing business risk, legal liability, 
and customer relationship needs. Learn to 
identify the key strengths and weaknesses 
of credit requests to stay ahead of 
compliance exposures in your bank’s credit 
portfolio. 28 CPE credits

ICBA MEMBER: $1,395 + TESTING FEE

COMMERCIAL LENDING
CERTIFIED COMMERCIAL LOAN 
OFFICER (CCLO)

Develop the necessary credit skills to 
maintain and manage a commercial credit 
portfolio. Gain a better understanding of 
financial and credit analysis and review 
basic legal concepts such as navigating 
the legal system to best protect your bank. 
Leave prepared to conduct credit-focused, 
high-value conversations with commercial 
clients. 47 CPE credits.

ICBA MEMBER: $1,995+ TESTING FEE

RISK MANAGEMENT
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY BANK 
RISK SPECIALIST (CCBRS)

Enterprise risk management is a vital 
initiative for every bank. Learn to identify 
risks, establish appropriate governance 
processes and controls, devise effective 
mitigation strategies, and master the 
intricacies of monitoring, managing, and 
reporting risks across the bank.  
17 CPE credits

ICBA MEMBER: $1,295 + TESTING FEE

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY BANK TECHNOLOGY OFFICER (CCBTO)

Information technology solutions continue to evolve creating opportunities for community 
banks to increase efficiency, improve service capabilities, and better safeguard customers. 
Your ability to understand how these solutions can be applied to your current technology 
platform can mean all the difference in today's environment. 39 CPE credits

ICBA MEMBER: $2,395 + TESTING FEE

http://www.icba.org/education
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ONLINE TRAINING »
Now is the perfect time to consider your community bank's training needs for 2021.

The Online Training Premium Plan is a complete Learning Management System (LMS) 
that is ideal for community banks that desire a flexible platform that they can customize to 
create the perfect training program. 

The Premium Plan LMS offers a multitude of functions, including:

ONLINE TRAINING

ONLINE TRAINING DESIGNED FOR YOUR BANK
Contact Cathy Von Wahlde at 866-THE-ICBA or email her at Cathy.VonWahlde@icba.org 
to set up a demo of the Premium Plan or learn about other online training plan options 
from Community Banker University.

CUSTOM COURSE CREATION
Upload your own courses and content for new-hire onboarding, 
annual acknowledgement of policies and procedures, and any 
in-house training that you’d like to take digital.

INDUSTRY-LEADING CONTENT
 Access ICBA’s complete online course catalog of 300+ courses 
in the areas of compliance, audit, bank and information security, 
human resources, plus leadership and soft skills development.

EFFORTLESS EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT
 Create learning paths for various job functions in your bank. Integrate 
the LMS with your HR software to simplify employee management. As 
employees are hired, promoted, or terminated within the HR system, the 
courses assigned in the LMS will automatically change. 
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ONLINE TRAINING

Build a successful, skilled workforce by improving cross-departmental knowledge with 
bank-wide, on-demand training that focuses on three critical areas of banking:

PRINCIPLES OF BANKING CERTIFICATE  $999 ICBA MEMBERS
The Principles of Banking Certificate Program offers a comprehensive look at the banking 
industry. This certificate is ideal for employees new to banking and those looking to enrich 
their understanding of how a bank is structured, operates financially, serves its customers and 
community, and stays compliant. The program consists of 12 courses and takes approximately 
seven hours to complete.

TELLER SPECIALIST CERTIFICATE   $449 ICBA MEMBERS
The Teller Specialist Certificate Program equips today’s bank teller with the knowledge and tools 
needed to meet the demanding requirements of the frontline banking environment. This certificate 
is designed to maximize the learner’s ability to perform the teller function. The program includes 
21 courses in four key areas and takes approximately 10 hours to complete. Areas include: Teller 
Basics, Checks, Customer Service, & Compliance. 

UNIVERSAL BANKER CERTIFICATE    $999 ICBA MEMBERS
Retail branch banking has undergone a dramatic transformation. Branch traffic is down, and 
electronic transactions are up. Complex technologies are becoming the norm in the workplace and 
regulatory requirements are changing. Frontline employees must meet the challenges presented 
by these changes and continue to provide the exceptional service customers expect from their 
local branches. The Universal Banker role has emerged as a solution to these shifts in retail branch 
banking. This certificate arms current and prospective frontline staff with the tools and skills they 
need to be Universal Bankers. This program consists of 17 courses and takes approximately 20 
hours to complete.  

Access to all certificate programs is granted for 365 days from the date of purchase.  
Bank-wide subscriptions may be renewed each year for a substantially discounted price. 
Visit icba.org/education to learn about additional individual certificate opportunities, 
including audit, compliance, and human resources, offered by Community Banker 
University. 

UPSKILL, RESKILL,  
OR HONE SKILLS »

http://www.icba.org/education
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LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

13 IDEAS TO NURTURE 

HOMEGROWN TALENT »
...and build your Leadership Pipeline.

Support advanced training for promising employees.

Regularly evaluate staff skills and interests.

 Prepare and regularly review a staff succession plan.

 Create an ongoing internship program to support recruitment.

 Rotate employees through departments for wider experience.

 Involve more employees in strategic planning.

 Involve more employees in bank committees.

 Delegate projects that develop employees’ skills.

 Give performance feedback through tested instruments.

Create ongoing Lunch and Learn meetings or the equivalent.

Create project teams to address specific bank challenges.

 Enroll your rising stars in ICBA’s Leadership Academy. 

Create mentor-mentee programs.
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Give your bank’s high-potential talent the opportunity to develop leadership 
skills, hone technical banking knowledge, and experience how grassroots 

advocacy drives positive change for our industry.

Bankers enrolled in the Leadership Academy have 36 months from enrollment 
to complete the following program requirements:

  SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING
This self-guided training takes learners through a series of online 
coursework that focuses on finance, security, regulatory 
compliance, and the core elements of leadership development. 
 
 

 
EVENTS
Leadership Academy scholars must attend one ICBA Capital 
Summit and two ICBA LEAD FWD Summit conferences (dates to be 
announced). 

WEBINAR SERIES
Watch two separate webinar series on financial forensics and 
leadership and personal development. 

icba.org/leadershipEnroll Today
 

Participants have 36 months from enrollment to complete the Leadership Academy. The cost for the 
Academy is $1,997 for ICBA members and $3,597 for non-members. Receive a $100 discount if your bank 

is a current subscriber of ICBA’s Community Banker University Online Training. The cost of the program 
includes access to the online training system and courses, the two digital webinar series downloads, and 
the registration fees for the two LEAD FWD events (Capital Summit does not have a registration fee). Each 
participant is responsible for his or her travel, accommodations, and personal expenses at the live events.

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

http://www.icba.org/education
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BANK DIRECTORS

The foremost and largest program of its kind, the Bank Director 
Program helps prepare your entire board of directors for effective 
corporate governance. Nearly 13,000 bank directors have 
participated in the program. 

ONLY $695 FOR YOUR ENTIRE BOARD!

BANK DIRECTOR GOVERNANCE HELPLINE
• Access to attorneys and consultants of Gerrish Smith Tuck 

• Unlimited access to expert advice for all directors 

BANK DIRECTOR ONLINE TRAINING
• 20+ board-focused online courses—refreshed every January 

• Learn at your own pace and from your desk

• 24/7 access on computer, tablet, or mobile phone

EXCLUSIVE BANK DIRECTOR NEWSLETTER
• Stay informed on evolving fiduciary duties and responsibilities

• Compliance and regulatory essentials, written by industry 
experts

• Distributed to each director bimonthly in print, email, and online

BIG SAVINGS ON RESOURCES AND EVENTS
• Participants also receive access to special pricing on specific 

director-related resources and events, including the Annual 
Directors Conference and the Annual Bank Director Current 
Issues seminar
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BANK DIRECTOR
RESOURCES »
Beyond the Bank Director Program, Community Banker University offers additional director-
related resources to assist in enhancing your board's knowledge on key industry topics.

BANK DIRECTOR BIBLE
Find industry best practices, insights into issues encountered by community bank directors 
in today’s environment, and more.
BANK DIRECTOR PROGRAM: $79  ICBA MEMBER: $99

BANK DIRECTOR GLOSSARY
200+ pages of common terms used by regulators, executive officers, industry consultants, 
and attorneys. Presented with clear and to-the-point definitions.
BANK DIRECTOR PROGRAM: $195  ICBA MEMBER: $295

BANK DIRECTOR VIDEO TRAINING SERIES
A convenient tool that presents important topics, such as succession strategies, corporate 
governance, and other director fundamentals, in an easy-to-digest format to ensure bank 
directors can stay on top of evolving industry trends and regulations.
BANK DIRECTOR PROGRAM: $499 ICBA MEMBER: $599

BOARDROOM STRATEGIES FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS NEW!
Strategies discussed range from how to artfully frame questions to get the best response from 
management to how to “wedge your place setting” at an already crowded boardroom table.
BANK DIRECTOR PROGRAM: $15.95   ICBA MEMBER: $19.95

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE FOR BANK DIRECTORS
Written by two former bank regulators, the guide is a concise reference for understanding 
complex banking rules and regulations governing the industry. 
BANK DIRECTOR PROGRAM: $19.95   ICBA MEMBER: $24.95

BANK DIRECTORS

http://www.icba.org/education
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WEBINARS

ICBA MEMBERS, 
TRAIN YOUR 
ENTIRE TEAM 
FOR JUST
$1,495

UNLIMITED  
WEBINAR PASS »
With the Unlimited Webinar Pass every employee in your bank can participate in every 
webinar Community Banker University offers during your 12-month subscription. 

So far for 2020, we have presented more than 100 webinars that have focused on a variety 
of industry issues ranging from BSA and CRA updates to cannabis banking to enterprise risk 
management, and more. 

ARCHIVE FOR ANYTIME ACCESS
Missed a live webinar? No problem! View the recording or download and save a copy of the 
presentation (including printable presentations and exhibits) in your own e-library so that it is 
always available for your team to view or revisit. 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY FOR
• In-depth training from top industry experts.
• Unlimited access to archived webinars, including speaker presentations and exhibits.
• Convenient education for every employee in your bank for one price.
• Live and on-demand viewing options so employees can learn at their own pace  

and schedule.
• The ability to earn CPE when you participate in a webinar in real-time. 
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DIGITAL TRAINING 
METHODS EXPLAINED  »
Since you wouldn’t want to put professional development training for your staff on pause 
(even during a pandemic) Community Banker University offers a variety of digital training 
delivery options to ensure that your bank can continue to attract, develop, and retain its 
top talent. Because words such as “online training” or even “webinar” can have different 
meanings depending on the source, we wanted to clarify what these words mean in the 
context of Community Banker University educational offerings. 

ONLINE TRAINING  
Online training courses are conducted 
through a learning management system 
(LMS), in which learners are enrolled in 
specific courses that they can work through 
at their own pace. There is typically a test 
at the end of a course to demonstrate 
that an employee understands the 
information presented. Supervisors or LMS 
administrators can review and track an 
employee’s progress and produce reports to 
share with regulators noting that federally 
mandated compliance training has been 
completed. Successfully completed online 
training courses qualify for “non-live” CPE to 
apply toward ICBA certifications. (See Online 
Training page 8). 

WEBINARS 
Webinars are presentations that can be 
delivered in real-time or as a recording and 
watched by an individual or group. Webinars 
usually run no longer than an hour and a 
half and attendees cannot see each other 

during the presentation. Participants can 
typically submit questions via a chat feature/
function during real-time presentations. 
Webinar attendance qualifies for “non-live” 
CPE to apply toward ICBA certifications. (See 
Unlimited Webinar Pass page 14).

LIVE-STREAMED EVENTS
Virtual live-streamed seminars and institutes 
offer the same collaborative and interactive 
experience that one would expect in a 
face-to-face classroom setting. Community 
Banker University’s live-streamed events 
feature interaction between the presenter 
and participants, breakout sessions and 
group assignments, and everyone in 
attendance is on camera. These events 
take place over a period of one to six days. 
Participants who successfully complete all 
the requirements of an institute can receive 
a certification. ICBA workshops, seminars, 
forums, and institutes qualify for “live” CPE 
to apply toward ICBA certifications. (See 
Certifications pages 6 and 7).  

DIGITAL TRAINING EXPLAINED

http://www.icba.org/education
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RESOURCES

SIMPLIFY IRA/HSA 
PROGRAM 
ADMINISTRATION »
Navigate complex IRA and HSA rules and reduce compliance and liability exposure!

IRA COMPLIANCE MANUAL
This manual gives clear explanations on 
document, withholding, and reporting 
requirements and addresses legal IRA issues. 
ICBA MEMBER: $95

IRA FACT BOOK
Find concise answers to common questions  
and topics. ICBA MEMBER: $45

IRA FUNDAMENTALS  
TRAINING ORGANIZER
This toolkit includes everything you need to 
deliver customized, basic IRA training. You’ll  
get instructions, training tips, activities, tests,  
a PowerPoint® presentation, and more.   
ICBA MEMBER: $250

IRA FUNDAMENTALS TRAINING 
ORGANIZER - STUDENT
The Student Guide contains all the basic 
information from the Trainer Guide with space  
for notes. ICBA MEMBER: $25

DESKTOP GUIDE TO HEALTH  
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
The basics of HSAs are covered in an easy-to-
read, Q&A format. ICBA MEMBER: $25

HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNT 
COMPLIANCE & OPERATIONS MANUAL
This manual gives clear explanations on HSA 
eligibility, document, contribution, distribution, 
and reporting requirements. ICBA MEMBER: $95

HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNT  
TRAINING ORGANIZER
Train like the experts with the HSA Training 
Organizer™. This toolkit includes everything you 
need to deliver customized, basic HSA training. 
ICBA MEMBER: $250

HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNT  
TRAINING ORGANIZER-STUDENT 
Updated annually, the Student Guide contains all 
the basic information from the Trainer Guide with 
space for notes. ICBA MEMBER: $25

15 NEW IRA/HSA ONLINE COURSES
All four of Community Banker University's full-access online training plans include 15 in-depth 
online courses on IRA and HSA topics. Visit icba.org/education/online-training-center. 

MANUALS AND WORKBOOKS
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BANK POLICY MANAGEMENT MADE EASY
Save time and effort with Community Banker University’s collection of over 110 bank policies. 
These policies cover everything from compliance to lending to social media and are your 
blueprint for developing and implementing bank policies and procedures. 

OUR BEST-SELLING BANK POLICIES FOR Q3 2020
» Marijuana/Cannabis and MRB Banking

» Marijuana Business and MRB Lending

» Pandemic

» Flood Insurance

» Capital, Earnings, and Dividend

» Collection, Workout, Charge-Off, and Recovery  

» Reg CC: Expedited Funds Availability Act

» Bank Secrecy & Anti-Money Laundering

» E-Sign Act

» Interest Rate Risk

» Liquidity Management

If a policy is amended within 12 months of purchase, Community Banker University will 
automatically send you the revised text to keep your policy in compliance at no additional cost. 
See available policies and prices at: icba.org/education/products/subscription-bank-policies.

RESOURCES

NEW!
WORK FROM  HOME POLICY

BANK POLICY
MANAGEMENT »

http://www.icba.org/education
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COMMUNITY BANKER UNIVERSITY TEAMCOMMUNITY BANKER UNIVERSITY TEAM

Community Banker University (powered by 
ICBA) is registered with the National Association 
of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as a 
sponsor of continuing professional education 
on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State 
boards of accountancy have final authority on the 
acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit. 
Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be 
submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors 
through its website: www.nasbaregistry.org.

Refunds and cancellations of institutes/seminars: 
If registration is canceled more than 30 days prior 
to the seminar, you will receive a full refund. If 
cancellation is within 30 days of the seminar, 20 
percent of the fee will be deducted for costs. No 
refund for registrations canceled after beginning of 
institute/seminar. For more information regarding 
refund, complaint and/or program cancellation 
policies, please contact ICBA at 800-422-7285.

LINDSAY LANORE
Chief Learning & 
Experience Officer
lindsay.lanore@icba.org

SHIRLEY RINGHAND
Vice President, 
Certification, Seminars and 
Bank Director Program
shirley.ringhand@icba.org

JULIE WOIDA
Seminar and 
Certification Specialist
julie.woida@icba.org

CATHY VON WAHLDE
Products and Online 
Training Specialist
cathy.vonwahlde@icba.org

LAUREL WORMS
Universal Learning 
Specialist
laurel.worms@icba.org

TAUNJA MOE
Director, Product and 
Training Development
taunja.moe@icba.org

MANDY SNYDER
Assistant Vice President, 
Compliance and Online 
Training
mandy.snyder@icba.org

CINDY THELEN
Bank Director and 
Webinar Specialist
cindy.thelen@icba.org

NANCY OLSON
Administrative Assistant
nancy.olson@icba.org

Contact the Community Banker University team 
at communitybankeruniversity@icba.org or 
800-422-7285.

mailto:communitybankeruniversity@icba.org

